Review of William Manchester Personal Papers at the John F. Kennedy Library
Box #

Description

5

Three unmarked boxes containing manuscripts for DOAP plus appendices
Set of typed notes, background notes
quotations for chapter leads, bibliography, footnotes
LOOK Magazine stories on JFK
Notes on personal insights into JFK (possibly research gathered for Portrait of a
President)
Stern Magazine excerpt and articles (see list of 1/10/97)

6

Research materials, miscellaneous books, telephone directories, government issued
pamphlets, page proofs, reports on conspiracy

7

Copies of Warren Commission volumes used for research

13

Attorney General’s announcement of Manchester’s writing DOAP; film negatives,
Royalty Reports, lecture material and papers submitted for Oral history Association,
bank statements

17

Background notes
Drafts of DOAP reviewed by Siegenthaler and Pam Turnure with proposed cuts
from the book
Typed and handwritten notes, miscellaneous newspaper clippings
Outlines used for developing book
Notes on USSS and details of Dallas
Corrections to manuscript of DOAP; correspondence from people with reactions to
DOAP, mainly corrections on people’s names, positions, and various inaccuracies in
the book that readers had noticed.
Notes on revisions, e.g. note “T. White wants out of list of interviewees”
Unmarked folder: copies of JBK’s correspondence consisting of condolence mail,
letters from Schlesinger, JK Galbraith, Cardinal Cushing, Ted Sorensen, several
personal letters between JBK and JFK; copies of schedules, prep notes to JBK
regarding the Texas Trip; JBK notes on “last days” (in the White House) very poor
copies; correspondence between JBK and President Johnson and Lady Bird; copies
of LBJ’s notes to Caroline and John-John; notes written on Mrs. JFK stationeray to
Manchester “Tell Manchester . . CH left fender following car”
Transcripts of interviews all marked “confidential”
Justice Warren, Art Sylvester, John J. Mugsy O’Leary, Second interview
with Yarborough, Robert Oswald, Roy Kellerman, Burrill A. Peterson,
Rufus Youngblood, Bob Foster, Clint Hill, Burrill Peterson, Jack Warner,
Bill Greer, Lem Johns, Louisville Courier journal correspondent.
Notes from Texas Trip folder of Kenny O’Donnell
Notes on tel. conversation with Pat Moynihan and Kenny O’Donnell
Gerry Bruno, Geraldd Behn, Emory Roberts, Gerry Bruno, Robin Duke, V.P.

Humphrey, Secret Service Agent Thomas Howard Wells
Summary of Dead tape: Hicks Hill NY, 1/12/64
Added documents: from Kenny O’Donnell’s foldr on Texas
White House Communication Agency Signal Operations Instructions
Note from Jack Valenti - copy of LBJ’s answers to WM’s questions
Publishing correspondence with agent Harold Matson (3 boxes)
17a

Publishing correspondence with agent (Harold Matson) including correspondence
re: DOAP, copyright inquiries, book contracts

18

loose papers -copies of galleys and notes on galleys
unmarked folder - publishing correspondence, copy of agreement regardign
transcripts and tapes
unmarked folder- copies of Parkland Hospital memos, and written statements of
staff, e.g. Audrey Bell written statement; activities/recollections of hospital orderlies
and various hospital personnel at time of both JFK and LHO treatment at hospital.

